
 

Activity Card 

Geometric Perception Cushions 

BMG130 

A pack of four cushions with bold black geometric shapes on a white background, with a red back. Size 25 x 25 x 10 cm 

each. 

Benefits 
 
Bold geometric shapes hold a baby’s gaze and helps to develop their visual perception. 
Soft cushions are comfortable for children and adults to sit or lie on. 
Designs match the Perception Panel and are ideal in the Curiosity Corner. 
 
 
Activities 
 
Place the Perception Cushions at the side of a quiet area to create a comfortable place for babies and toddlers to sit or lie 
on. Place either with the geometric black and white or red side showing.  
 
The geometric patterns on the cushions compliment the designs of the Perception Panel, so are ideal to place within the 
Curiosity Corner with either the geometric shapes or red side showing. The cushions will provide a soft comfortable place 
to sit for both adults and children. 
 
Prop a Perception Cushion up against a wall with the geometric black and white shapes showing, and lay baby down on 
their tummy on the floor, or over a Squidgy Roll, in front of the cushion. This will encourage the baby to lift up their head 
and look at the geometric patterns. 
 

Toddlers can match up the geometric patterns on the Perception Cushions to the shapes on the Perception Panel or the 

Visual Perception Soft Mat or Playmat. Give them one cushion at a time and ask them whether they can find another shape 

that is the same and matches the cushion. This will encourage them to observe and match shapes. 

Ask toddlers whether they can stack the Perception Cushions one on top of another to make a tower and then knock them 

all down. 

Play peek-a-boo with baby. Sit in front of baby and hide your face with a Perception Cushion, call the baby’s name and 

then suddenly show your face and shout “Peek-a-boo!” Babies and toddlers will love to join in this game and laugh as they 

anticipate you showing your face and shouting “Peek-a-boo!” They will begin to pick up the cushion and copy you as they 

hide their face, pretend that you cannot see them and act surprised when they show their face. A simple game loved by 

babies all round the world for many generations. 

Make a mini assault course for crawlers, by placing the Perception Cushions on the floor for the babies to crawl and clam-

ber over. To a small baby this is a large obstacle! 


